attention of a policeman to the state of matters in that court, and the latter had confessed to him that sufficient attention had not been paid to those things. When he (Mr. R.) had directed his attention to many dirty corners, the only response he had got was, " he could not help it." Then, as regarded the new system of necessaries which had taken the place of the old dungsteads, he found, on observation, that they consisted of a castmetal pan emptied every two days, and he could testify that they emitted a most intolerable stench. He contended that that system was worse, in a sanitary point of view, than the old ashpit with the common necessary attached, and in which the effluvia had been kept down by the mixture of the contents of the pit and the necessary. He thought, then, that these three points were worth pressing 011 the attention of the Society and of the public, viz.:?1st, the state of the public drainage; 2nd, the old system of ashpit worked out under thorough scavenger surveillance; 3rd, the very dirty state of the stairs in many districts,?he did not allude to the walls but to the steps, from deposits on which he considered there arose a much greater amount of exhalations by far than from dirt on the Avails; indeed, it was questionable as to any noxious exhalations from the walls whatever, notwithstanding the great importance which had been attached to the whitewashing of the latter. He was of opinion that far too little had been said in public in respect to the influence of the habits of the people on their sanitary condition. The health, of the city depended far more on the exertions of the people themselves, in keeping their houses sweet and clean, than on any other cause whatever. A great deal had been said in praise of the general community by the visitors who had volunteered to visit the various districts.
They appeared in general to have failed to discover anything very far wrong in the houses they had visited. Now, he had found that wherever the stairs were kept dirty the same offensive state of the houses generally prevailed,?the same disagreeable smell both inside and outside. Any importance which had been attached to what the people had done themselves had been made too much of. This was to be deprecated, as it tended in a great measure to shift the blame from the shoulders of the people, and throw it on the proprietors. He was aware that a great deal of money had been spent by proprietors, under compulsion, in introducing ashbins, &c.; he looked on this as not mending matters, as they would have been as well, if not better, under the old system. If they were to accept it as a principle that effete organic matter generated cholera, fever, &c., then these open pans, exhaling for two days the most " deadly and noxious " vapours, were more likely to lead to the production of fever and pestilence than the old system. Great stress had been laid on the use of disinfectants. As he had all along been an anti-disinfectant, his opinion on this subject might require to be taken cum qrano salis. But he could not see how a small quantity of chloride of lime, put into necessaries or urinals, could have any effect in preventing either the spread or generation of disease. Disease was generated in the houses themselves by the close and mephitic state of the atmosphere, from which source there sprung a low state of vitality, and, as a consequence, a tendency to take on any or every form of epidemic disease. The influence of those personal causes of disease, as compared with any general cause, was very great indeed, and far greater attention ought therefore to be paid to the former. The evil must be met by public statements in the newspapers and other channels by which the people could be reached, condemnatory of their health-destroying habits. This He could take Dr. Gairdner to a locality in Clyde Street, which he had no hesitation in saying was at least in as offensive a condition as it had ever been ; and two courts there, the one on the new principle of small ash-bin and pans, the other under the old system, could be compared as to the latter being the least offensive. He admitted that it was a good measure to limit the number of inmates in houses. But Dr. Gairdner must not forget that the mere pulling down of old houses was not all that was necessary. He (Mr. R.) could 
